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8/30/2006

8/30/06 8/30/06 DUNSTER STSUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY CLOSED12:35 AM 12:35 AM CAMBRIDGE
Officers dispatched to a report of a vehicle in the area with an individual in the passenger seat yelling out the window. 
Officers arrive and located the vehicle. Officers report the individual was yelling because they were upset and they were 
told to quiet down.                                                                                                       

8/30/06 8/30/06 GARDEN / LINNAEAN STASSIST CAMBRIDGE POLICE CLOSED2:59 AM 2:59 AM  - 3:54 AM CAMBRIDGE
While driving in the area, officer heard a car alarm going off. Officer drove by the vehicle and observed the passenger   
side door open and two individuals standing by the vehicle. Officer then observed the two individuals shut the car door   
and walk away from the vehicle in separate directions.  One individual then motioned for the other individual to follow   
them and they both started running. A search of the area was conducted and the officer observed a vehicle stopped at a    
traffic light. Officer observed three individuals inside the vehicle, and two of the individuals fit the description of   
the two that had fled the area. Officer stopped the vehicle and the three individuals were asked to step out of the       
vehicle to which they complied. A pat-frisk was conducted for officer safety. Cambridge Police were notified of the       
incident and responded to the scene.  Officer then went to locate which vehicle's alarm had been activated. Officer pulled
on the handle of a vehicle that looked similar to the one that was observed prior and the same alarm activated. As the    
officer surveyed the vehicle they were approached by the owner of the vehicle. Officer explained the situation and the    
individual was asked to determine if anything was missing or damaged. The individual observed that the ignition on the    
steering column was exposed. Officer was then notified that CPD conducted a search of the suspect's vehicle and found a   
set of tools that included a wrench and a screwdriver inside the vehicle. CPD then placed the three individuals under     
arrest.                                                                                                                   

NERPRC
8/30/06 8/30/06 11 PINE HILL DRHARASSMENT OPEN10:22 AM 10:22 AM - 10:24 AM SOUTHBOROUGH

Officer took a report of past harassment.                                                                               

HOLYOKE CENTER
8/30/06 8/29/06  11:00 PM - 1350 MASSACHUSETTS AVEVANDALISM CLOSED10:28 AM 8/30/06  7:00 AM CAMBRIDGE

Officer dispatched to take a report of graffiti on a door inside the building.                                            
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KENNEDY SCHOOL
8/30/06 8/29/06 79 JFK STTHEFT REPORT CLOSED11:15 AM 9:30 AM  - 5:00 PM CAMBRIDGE

Officer dispatched to take a report of a stolen red women's wallet with contents valued at $2000.00.                      

CARPENTER CENTER
8/30/06 8/29/06  12:00 PM- 19 PRESCOTT STHARASSMENT CLOSED12:16 AM 8/30/06  12:00 PM CAMBRIDGE

Officer dispatched to a report of a past disturbance. Officer arrived and spoke to the reporting party who stated that on 
8/29/06 they received a phone call from an individual requesting information about nude photography. The reporting party  
stated the individual called two more times, sounding more agitated each time they called. The reporting party stated that
on 8/30/06 at 12:00pm an individual entered the building and and asked who they could speak to about having nude          
photographs taken. The individual was told to take a seat. The individual then raised their voice and demanded to speak   
with someone. The reporting party stated that the individual then left the area.                                          

HIM HMS
8/30/06 8/30/06 77 AVE LOUIS PASTEURTHEFT REPORT CLOSED6:40 PM 8:45 AM  - 6:40 PM BOSTON

Officer dispatched to take a report of a stolen blue and silver women's specialized Dolce mountain bicycle valued at      
$1200.00. There were no suspicious individuals seen in the area at the time of the theft.                                 

TRANSPORTATION SERVICES
8/30/06 8/30/06 175 N HARVARD STSUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY CLOSED10:14 PM 10:14 PM ALLSTON

Officer dispatched to a report that a group of individuals were possibly throwing objects. Officer arrived and reports the
group was kicking around a soccer ball.                                                                                   


